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Sir Hans Sloane's Jamaican Plant Collections - Dennis Adams’
contribution to a new  world wide web resource.

In 1996 a decision was taken to create a database of The Natural History Museum’s
16th and 17th century botanical collections and give access to information and images
on a web site. The aim was to make these old and fragile specimens which are not
available for loan, accessible to a broader audience both scientific and general. In
1999 a pilot project was completed on John Clayton’s 18th century herbarium and
following its successful launch attention turned to the 265 bound volumes of Sir
Hans Sloane’s herbarium. However, where to start? There was potentially many
years work here and priorities were called for. Immediately high on the list were
Sloane's own collections from his voyage to Jamaica (1687-89): a collection not only
of great historical value, but also containing many type specimens,  type elements,
first records and original drawings of Jamaican plants. However a major factor in
making the decision to put these collections on the world wide web was the regular
presence in the Botany Department of Dennis Adams, Honorary Associate,
renowned tropical botanist and importantly the author of the Flowering Plants of
Jamaica.  In 1999 we were delighted to receive financial support from the Heritage
Lottery Fund for this work and Dennis became a crucial member of the team
working closely with the database compiler, Tiffany Bates.  As the database was
compiled Dennis put names to specimens and interpreted Sloane’s annotations
considerably adding to the value of the database. Dennis has a comprehensive
knowledge of Sloane and how he worked adding greatly to our understanding of how
the specimens related to Sloane’s publications and the drawings of his artists Kickius
and Moore.

It is a great pleasure working with Dennis and his enthusiasm is infectious. One
example from this recent work may serve as an illustration.  Whilst Sloane was
methodical in many ways there were several errors and misunderstandings that
would not be obvious to the casual observer. I remember feeling rather like Dr
Watson listening with rapt attention as ‘Holmes’ unravelled the ‘Case of the
Anchovy Pear’.  Whilst in Jamaica Sloane had described Grias cauliflora, the
Anchovy Pear; an unusual plant with avocado pear-like fruits on a thick stem topped
by metre long leaves. The plant was too large to collect and instead Sloane had it
drawn by the Reverend Garrett Moore.  Later, on his return to England, Moore's
drawing of the leaves seemed to disagree with a couple of solitary examples in his
collections. On this basis he had the artist Everhardus Kickius redraw the plant from
the leaves in the collection and stems as described by Moore; it is this that appears in
his published work on Jamaica.  However Dennis Adams’ sharp eyes and experience
of Jamaican plants told him that these leaves did not look right and vein
measurements from modern specimens and the various drawings revealed that Moore
had been correct all along and the leaves were in fact those of the fern
Campyloneurum phyllitidis. Sloane and Kickius had for some reason created a
chimera and this had remained unnoticed for 300 years.

Dennis, our colleague Clare Bradley Smith and I are currently working on the
web pages for the Sloane Jamaican Plants site. These will enable the user to learn of
Sloane the Man and also grasp the sometimes obscure connections between elements
of Sloane’s work all of which should add value to the comprehensive database and
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images.  These are the final stages of the project and the web site will be available in
summer  2000. As is the nature of websites, it will continue to develop and improve
through time hopefully with Dennis Adams as a major contributor.
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